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Athens & Sparta  fight

550BC Persians attacked 
Greece   (expanding empire)!

Athens defeated the larger 
force!

Knew Persians would attack 
again!

Asked Sparta to defend 
Greece
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Athens & Sparta  fight

Fought together in PERSIAN 
WARS!

Defeated Persians forever in 
479 BC



Golden Age

After Persian Wars Athens 
became cultural center of 
Greece
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Golden Age

Achieved many great 
things:!

1st to write history of 
civilization!

philosophy  (questions 
about life & human 
actions)!

Math & science
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Golden Age

Great builders & sculptors!

Parthenon & statues with 
perfect human bodies!

One of the first to study 
CAUSE of sickness!

studied stars & planets!

1st plays about how 
PEOPLE act & think
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Athens leads Greece

After Persian Wars:!

had powerful navy!

wanted to spread power to 
Middle-East!

Other city-states felt 
threatened by Athens’ 
power
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Athens leads Greece

431 BC -  War between Athens 
et al, & Sparta et al!

Called “Peloponnesian War”!

Lasted 27 years!

Athens gave up!

Greece totally disunited!

Sparta could not reunite Greece



A weakened Greece

New threat from the North!

Macedonia!

King Philip invaded in 359 
BC!

Greece held him off for 21 
years but finally fell!

Became part of 
Macedonian Empire



A weakened Greece

King Philip was killed!

probably by his ex wife!

20 year old son, Alexander, 
took over!

marched his soldiers 11,000 
miles!

conquered most of the 
known world



A weakened Greece

Ruled 13 years as 
ALEXANDER THE 
GREAT!

Spread Greek learning & 
culture to eastern lands!

Mixed east & west cultures 
to form new culture!

Died @ 33 yrs from illness 
or poison




